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1. Motivation and objectives
Present day large-scale computational fluid dynamics simulations can easily produce
tens, if not hundreds, of terabytes of useful data. While computational capacity continues
to increase according to Moore’s law, the speed of input-output (I/O) to data storage
systems has not increased at the same rate. This means that the gap between processing
speed and bandwidth to storage systems is increasing exponentially. This trend is in part
fueled by the fact that supercomputer power is most often measured in floating point
operations per second (FLOPS), while other metrics receive less attention.
If the gap between processing and storage speed continues to grow, it will drive scientific
data processing towards an in-situ paradigm in which very little data are ever stored.
Instead, “post-processing” routines will need to be performed “on-the-fly,” in tandem
with the simulations that they analyze. If a different data analysis is desired in the
future, it will require re-running the simulation. Note that this paradigm may be at
odds with usual scientific procedure where data are collected and then analyzed in a
progressive fashion. Understanding one aspect of the data naturally leads to a host of
additional questions. In other words, scientific data sets often contain unexpected effects
that cannot be predicted ahead of time.
The purpose of this brief, therefore, is to explore new technologies enabling fast access
to large quantities of stored data as an alternative to the in-situ paradigm. In particular,
we look to data-access techniques developed for web search engines like Google, which
must constantly query enormous databases pertaining to the state of the Internet. Such
databases are too large to be stored on any one disk – instead they reside on thousands or
tens of thousands of disks. The solution to fast access lies in expressing a query in a special
format known as “MapReduce,” which is in itself a programming paradigm. If a postprocessing task is expressible in this fashion, MapReduce enables the code implementing
the task (map phase) to be sent directly to the data residing on distributed disks, rather
than requiring the data to be sent to the code. Only a small amount of data representing
the desired result is communicated at the end (reduce phase). In this way, effective I/O
throughput may be dramatically increased.

2. Results
Figure 1 is a snapshot taken from a large eddy simulation (LES) of a turbulent, supersonic (Mj = 1.4) jet (Nichols et al. 2012). Gray-scale contours of temperature are
shown on an axial cut through the domain, where black is high temperature and white
is cold. The jet is under-expanded as it emerges from the nozzle, so it produces a series
of diamond-shaped shock cells downstream. The purpose of this simulation is to predict
the noise produced by the jet at farfield observer locations (∼100 jet diameters away).
While a nonlinear solver is needed to model the rotational flow associated with the turbulent flow inside the jet, the propagation of acoustic waves through the quiescent air
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Figure 1. Instantaneous temperature contours on an axial cross section from an LES of a supersonic jet. Farfield noise is computed using a hybrid approach where the linear FWH equation
propagates sound from a surrounding surface (colored lines).

surrounding the jet can be modeled as a linear process. For computational efficiency, we
employ a hybrid method (see Bodony & Lele 2008 for a discussion of the advantages of
this approach) in which acoustic waves generated by the jet turbulence are recorded on
a surrounding surface and then are propagated to the farfield through the solution the
linear Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings (FWH) equation (Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings 1969).
In the time domain the FWH equation can take the following form (Di Francescantonio
1997):
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The different colored lines in Figure 1 show four possible FWH surfaces at different
distances from the jet. A series of end-caps (black vertical lines) close the surfaces without creating spurious noise (Mendez et al. 2009). There is a trade-off between accuracy
associated with sufficient enclosure of acoustic sources and computational efficiency according to the placement of the FWH surface. In this way, the optimal position of the
surface is difficult to determine before running the simulation, and as such is something
we would like to query afterwards. For the present simulation, we found, for example, that
we could be very aggressive with the FWH surface placement: the innermost placement
gave much the same results as the outermost placement, even though small excursions
of rotational fluid occasionally crossed it (Nichols et al. 2011).
The FWH Eq. 2.1 above relates the farfield pressure p0 to integrals of monopole and
dipole terms taken along the FWH surface. The quadrupole term is assumed to be zero
in the quiescent volume outside of the FWH surface. In the equation, ρ, u, and p are,
respectively, the fluid density, velocity, and pressure at points along the FWH surface, n
denotes the direction normal to the surface and r is the distance from the surface panel
to the observer. Sound travels from a point on the FWH to the observer position with
speed c. Therefore, the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 2.1 must be evaluated at an
earlier (retarded) time compared to the time of the observer. This is denoted by [ ]ret
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Figure 2. The subset of data that contributes to the FWH integral from a single file.

and the retarded time τ = tobs − r/c depends on the distance r between surface and
observer, which varies over the surface.
If the FWH surface data is recorded in a sequence of snapshots taken from LES,
because the retarded time depends on position, the source terms needed to compute the
farfield pressure at a single observer instant are spread over multiple snapshots. Figure 2
illustrates this effect for an observer outside of the FWH surface. In this case, the FWH
surface is a double cone. The red region shows the subset of the surface data where the
time of the snapshot equals the retarded time associated with the observer. Accordingly,
only a small subset of the data from this file contributes to the overall FWH integral.
A similar small subset of data is needed from other files, although at different spatial
locations depending on the snapshot time.
In the MapReduce framework, the identification of this subset is implemented as a map
function, pseudo-code for which is shown below. The map function scans through a large
dataset consisting of key-value pairs, and emits new key-value pairs corresponding to the
subset of data of interest. In the case of acoustic post-processing, the FWH surface data
is keyed by source panel (a small element of the FWH surface) locations and times. The
instantaneous values of pressure, velocity, and density at the surface element are stored
along with each key. For a particular observer position and time, the map function simply
computes the retarded time based on the distance from the observer to the source panel.
If this time matches the source panel time (this will happen for only a small subset of
panels), then each integrand term in Eq. 2.1 is computed and emitted along with a new
key. Because there may be multiple observers, the emitted information is keyed with the
observer position and time:
map ( key = source panel position and time, value = ρ, u, p ) :
Calculate retarded time τ from distance to observer
if (τ == current panel time) {
key = observer position and time
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value = acoustic amplitude and phase
emit key , value
}

The reduce function then gathers all of the emitted information and performs the
required integral, and emits just one key-value pair corresponding to the resulting farfield pressure:
reduce ( key , values ) :
result = Integrate( values ) ;
emit key , result ;

Note that the map function can be executed in any order and simultaneously for
different files, so that the large database can be stored across many disks. The datacentric inherent parallelism of the map function also provides a measure of robustness
to the process: data may be duplicated across disks in a way that is transparent to the
programmer, but such that if one disk fails during the process, the algorithm carries
on seamlessly using data found on a backup disk. In fact, MapReduce clusters have the
property that hard disks can be removed and replaced without turning the machine off
(“hot-swapping”) without data loss or job interruption. This is important for clusters
containing thousands of disks, where the rate of disk failure is significant.
Most importantly, the MapReduce framework eliminates the need to explicitly orchestrate communication between the disks, as the shuffle stage between the map and reduce
phases happens automatically. Because it is abstracted from the programmer, this shuffle
may be done optimally for different cluster architectures. Also, because the communication is done automatically, post-processing codes can be expressed in a concise manner,
and as such are easier to understand. Acoustic post-processing is an ideal example of
this: compared to the code shown above (which expands to ∼60 lines in length when the
math is included), the corresponding version using MPI is more than 600 lines in length,
most of which is spent specifying how to communicate subsets of data whose sizes vary
across processors and are not known ahead of time.
One pitfall of MapReduce as a scientific data processing platform is that it was originally designed to process text – specifically web log data and search queries. Storing
large quantities of simulation data in text format is a bad idea, however. CFD simulations are computed using floating point numbers in binary format, which are native to
the Floating Point Units on most processors. To convert floating point numbers to text
takes processing time – it is much more difficult than simple addition and multiplication.
In fact, most computers find it easier to compute square roots than to communicate
with humans in text format. Secondly, converting a floating point database to text will
increase its size by a factor of 2-3. This is because text is a less efficient representation of
a number than is the compact floating point format. When the floating point database
is many terabytes, this is a significant impact. Finally, converting between floating point
and text always entails some amount of loss in precision. This happens in part because
floating point numbers use the binary number system whereas humans prefer base 10.
One option to process binary data in the MapReduce framework is to use “typed bytes”
converting data into sequence files. This method has the advantage that it is a streaming
solution, and thus can be used with Python implementations of the MapReduce interface.
It does require slight modifications to the database, in the form of meta-data additions. It
also tends to be slower than native Java/C implementations. In the following, therefore,
we show how to read raw simulation data into MapReduce by implementing a custom
InputFormat and RecordReader directly into its native Java code.
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Figure 3. An under-the-hood look at the MapReduce algorithm, adapted from
http://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial.

Figure 3 is an under-the-hood look at the MapReduce process. We have already discussed the map and reduce phases, which incorporate programmer-supplied code. Before
the map phase begins, the raw data files are split into chunks (rather arbitrarily) and
are fed into the map routines by a RecordReader. The default RecordReader, supplied
with MapReduce, reads lines of text from the file split, generates a key corresponding to
filename and line number, and then passes this information along to the map routine.
In order to create a RecordReader that understands binary data, we first create a
derived datatype that contains 12 floating point numbers. In our case, these 12 numbers
correspond to FWH surface data: the time t; position x, y, z; orientation n̂x , n̂y , n̂z
and the flow information at the panel in terms of the density, ρ; momentum ρux , ρuy ,
ρuz ; and the energy ρE. This datatype extends the MapReduce class “Writable” which
is anything that can be written to a key or value. The method “readFields” reads the
raw data from the split input files. In this case we use the Java routine “readDouble”
to accomplish this task. If needed, this routine could be modified to take into account
byte-ordering: remember Java is big-endian!
public static class FWHData implements Writable {
private
private
private
private

double
double
double
double

t;
x, y, z;
nx , ny , nz ;
rho , rhoux , rhouy , rhouz , rhoE ;
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public void readFields ( DataInput in ) throws IOException {
this . t = in . readDouble () ;
this . x = in . readDouble () ;
this . y = in . readDouble () ;
this . z = in . readDouble () ;
...
}

}

The next step is to write a custom RecordReader that understands our new InputFormat. Our custom FWHRecordReader extends the default RecordReader class. When it
is instantiated, it first aligns itself with a 96-byte boundary (12 double precision numbers * 8 bytes/double = 96 bytes) for the split assigned to it. Key value pairs are then
created for input to the map function in the nextKeyValue method. In this method, the
readFields routine from our InputFormat is called to populate the value field with one
record of data, and the current position is incremented by 96 bytes:
public static class FWHRecordReader extends
RecordReader < ByteOffset , FWHData > {
private
private
private
private

long
long
long
Path

startOffset ;
end ;
pos ;
path ;

// offset of the chunk ;
// end of the chunk ;
// current pos

...
public FWHRecordReader ( FileSplit split , TaskAttemptContext
context ) {
this . path = split . getPath () ;
this . startOffset = split . getStart () ;
this . end = startOffset + split . getLength () ;
if ( startOffset %96 != 0) {
startOffset = ( startOffset +96) /96;
}
//

< open file > ...

this . pos = startOffset ;
}
public boolean nextKeyValue () throws IOException {
if ( key == null ) {
key = new ByteOffset () ;
key . fileName = path . getName () ;
}
key . offset = pos ;
if ( value == null ) {
value = new FWHData () ;
}
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Figure 4. Visualization of jet noise using MapReduce time-domain FWH solver. Contours of
pressure are shown on an axial cross section.

if ( pos < end ) {
value . readFields ( fileIn ) ;
pos += 96;
} else {
key = null ;
value = null ;
return false ;
}
return true ;
}

The code is then compiled and run as a Java jar file in the following manner:
icme-hadoop1$
icme-hadoop1$
icme-hadoop1$
icme-hadoop1$

mkdir FWH_proc
javac -cp ‘hadoop classpath‘ -d FWH_proc FWH_proc.java
jar cvf FWH_proc.jar C FWH_proc/ .
jar /pathname/FWH_proc.jar org.myorg.FWH_proc input_dir output_dir

Comparing the performance of the binary-based implementation to a text-based implementation for a small database of FWH surface data, we see that the text database
is almost 2.5 larger than the binary database. Likewise, the binary implementation ran
approximately 2.5 times faster than the text-based implementation. This is not including
the time and effort it took to convert the binary floating point database to text in the
first place.
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Text
Binary

Run time

Database size

57 sec.
22 sec.

9.8 Gb
4.0 Gb

Table 1. A comparison of run times and database sizes for text-based and binary-based
MapReduce implementations. The problem size was held constant.

3. Future plans
Figure 4 shows a visualization of the acoustic field of a supersonic jet computed using
a MapReduce implementation of the time-domain FWH solver. The shaded region at
the center represents the original LES data computed with 215 million control volumes
(high resolution). Instead of just one observer, the FWH sound field was computed using
50,000 observers. In this case, adding a “collector” routine before the shuffle could further
help optimize the process.
Finally, it should not be necessary for the programmer to rewrite a RecordReader for
every post-processing task. Instead, a library of RecordReaders could be created, perhaps
corresponding to the LES solver CharLES, so that future users can simply write Map
and Reduce routines corresponding to their post-processing queries.
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